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It's an interesting case report, but several issues have to be solved before publication could be considered.

1. English editing is needed.
   Reply : Thanks ! We have asked a native speaker to revise the paper.

2. The information in the abstract and text should be more specific. - location of poultice applied? Conclusion - special history?
   Reply : Thanks ! We have added the requested information.

3. Line 40, add reference
   Reply : Thanks ! We have added the reference.
4. Line 45 - provide external eye photo

Reply: Thank you very much for your suggestion! We agree with the reviewer that there should be an external eye photo. However, the parents of the boy refused to permit the photo.

5. Line 95 - CT is not a specific diagnostic method in ocular sparganosis

Reply: Thank you very much for your suggestion! We revised the line 95 and also added the imaging characteristics of CT and MR imaging.